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You may return most new, unopened jewellery fulfilled by Amazon AU within 90 days of receipt of delivery for a
replacement or full refund of the price you paid for the item if you change your mind - see About Replacements
and About Refunds. Full returns details are displayed on individual items in the detail section of Amazon AU's

website. But that being said, this is a separate mod, and is largely misunderstood. In fact, a lot of new installers
end up flashing this mod with other mods or an official Android 8 update, confusing it for the Oreo update it is,
and of course for good reason: It is a completely separate process and can install the latest version of Android

(8.0.0), without requiring OEM or carrier updates. But it requires you to go through the whole installation
process without flashing any new stuff. In short, if you are new to Xposed or haven't flashed a ROM for a while,
you can use this on any Android device without any issues. If you're already on Android 8.0.0 or later, you're all
set and you need not install any other mods to do the following. Just go to Settings -> Developer Options and

enable OMS. By using this mod you're agreeing to be bound by the terms of the Xposed. You must accept these
terms in order to install the Xposed framework, so here goes: The reason you need to do this is simple: if you

have custom RAM partitions, such as TWRP on the S7 and S7 Edge, fastboot only erases the first partition of the
SD card and all the apps and data you install are in a hidden second partition. If you want to use this mod, you

need to give the fastboot process access to the entire SD card so it can wipe both partitions to install the
framework.
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